Mag-Express the latest release in the Magcell line

Your automatic guard monitoring solution has just gotten better.
Introducing our new Magcell to the Magtouch family.
- Better tamper protection
- Easier to use
- Making your guard monitoring solution easier

Clock points directly on the unit
- Keep track of which security officers do what patrols
- Check when employees come on and off duty
- See who is on site and when

Improved Screen
- Screen works even when the mains have failed
- User friendly operation

Hidden extra features
- Buzzer indicates when mains have failed
- Easy connection to solar power for remote sites
- Can be connected directly to a motor vehicle’s battery to use as a mobile unit

Moisture sensor
Detects water in the unit to minimize damage. This is done with a sophisticated extra moisture sensor.

Dual SIM
If one of your service providers goes down you can have a second one as an automatic backup

Internal antenna
The new internal antenna and metal casing is harder to break than previous models. There is also the option of an external antenna if extra signal strength is required.

Improved tamper and mounting
The new unit comes with an improved tamper, optional security screws and a mounting which makes it easier for a technician to install or remove
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